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（ ）1.经厦门大学保密委员会审查核定的保密学位论文，于  





































































































































"European Sinology Works" refers to the monographs that introduce China to 
european, including magazines, newspapers, grammar monograph and so on. Among 
them, the grammar monograph wrote by western missionary or the Chinese scholar is 
dedicated to study Chinese, generally including pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar 
part.The"Sinology works"on this paper refer to the monographs that dedicated to 
study Chinese grammar. 
In the middle of the 19th century, —the phase ofBritish specialized 
Sinology,the works of Sinology constantly emerge like bamboo shoots after a spring 
rain, and the mature Sinologicalworks is J.Edkins's "A Grammar of Chinese 
Colloquial Language" and James Summers's "A Handbook of the Chinese Language". 
At present, Chinese Studies in the Sinology mostly concentrated on speech, lexical or 
historical merit evaluation. Although the case studyincluding the Chinese syntactic 
analysis, the research for the cognition and characteristic of Chinese syntax is not 
thorough. At present a lot of research on syntactic analysis is limited to the 
comparison of two Sinological works or "Ma's Grammar", and there is less 
contrastive study on more than two Sinological works. The specialized teaching is a 
trend in TCFL field, which requires us to deeply study the types and characteristics of 
Chinesegrammar. The importance of Syntax in Chinese grammar is a real 
differencebetween Chinese and Indo-European languages,Therefore, it is necessary 
for us to have a contrastive study on the syntax of Western Sinology works, and find 
some characteristic of Chinese syntax , so that we can give some implications for 
specialized teaching and text compiling. 
Firstly, we use the descriptive approach to present you the sentence type of "A 
Grammar of Chinese Colloquial Language" and "A Handbook of the Chinese 
Language". And we have a contrast analysis on the cognition of syntax of the two 
Sinologist, and then judge their perceptions according to the viewpoint of Chinese 
Modern Chinese scholars. So that we can know the level of understanding on Chinese 
















Secondly, take "A Grammar of Chinese Colloquial Language" and "A Handbook 
of the Chinese Language" as the study center, and have a comparison with other 
Western Sinological works during 17th-20th centuries. We use the research methods 
oflinguistic typology to present the syntactic characteristics during the phase ofBritish 
specialized Sinology. We find that there are intertextuality and development of the 
two works. Emphasis on morphology is a characteristics of Indo-European languages, 
so sinologists always see Chinese sentence from lexical perspective , and  equal 
English mood of verbs with Chinese tone. Another characteristic of Chinese is 
intonation, the sinologists tend to ignore theimportance of intonation in Chinese 
sentence.But they also tried to find the characteristics of Chinese language, especially 
for the perfect construction of Chinese interrogative system, the discovery of 
ba-sentence and bei-sentence and comparative sentences,distinguish the difference 
between written and spoken language on a Chinese sentence pattern , the “more” 
special use in Chinese comparative sentence and so on.The phase ofBritish 
specialized Sinology is special, at that time the British sinologists were trying to get 
rid of the influence of Indo-European languages, and find the characteristics of 
Chinese syntax. Theirs studies havea important significance for syntax—centered 
study of Chinese. 
We study the cognition and characteristics of Chinese syntax during the phase 
ofBritish specialized Sinology, and give some advices for Chinese teaching 
andtextbook compiling . In the aspect of sentence type teaching, a teaching method is 
put forward, which is based on the combination of intonation, mood word and context 
teaching. And We should also focus on the teaching of grammatical variation and 
geographical variation. In the aspect of sentence pattern teaching, this text put forward 
the "Construction type - language chunk" teaching method and Meaning and pay 
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方言，于 1848年在香港圣保罗书院教书。1849 年 6月 7日晚在澳门由于宗教冲
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